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On its web site (www.omg.org) the OMG gives its vision
of MDA as follows:

MDA provides an open, vendor-neutral ap-
proach to the challenge of business and technolo-
gy change. Based firmly upon OMG’s established
standards, MDA aims to separate business or ap-
plication logic from underlying platform technol-
ogy. Platform-independent applications built us-
ing MDA and associated standards can be re-
alized on a range of open and proprietary plat-
forms, including CORBA, J2EE, .NET, and We-
b Services or other Web-based platforms. Fully-
specified platform-independent models (includ-
ing behavior) can enable intellectual property to
move away from technology-specific code, help-
ing to insulate business applications from tech-
nology evolution, and further enable interoper-
ability. In addition, business applications, freed
from technology specifics, will be more able to e-
volve at the different pace of business evolution.

A somehow less enthusiastic perspective is given by
Martin Fowler:

Some people think that Model Driven Ar-
chitecture (MDA) will be the biggest shift in
software development since the move from as-
sembler to the first high level languages. Others
think that it’s nothing more than Night of the Liv-
ing CASE Tools.
(martinfowler.com/bliki/ModelDrivenArchitecture.html)

Some of the ideas underlying MDA have indeed been
around for many years, from the failed promises of CASE
in the late 1980’s to more recent approaches based on wiz-
ards or generative programming, or even Aspect Oriented
Programming.

Because MDA gives a name and a conceptual frame-
work to established practices, many people are realizing
they were doing MDA without knowing it for many years,

even if it is not exactly by the OMG’s book. It is not a sur-
prise then that many vendors claim to produce products that
support MDA, and that more and more success stories are
being publicized (who will the the first one to dare write a
MDA unleached book?).

This panel will try to help clear the dust by examining the
technologies and tools behind Model Driven Architecture,
and assessing their novelty and interest. Specifically each
of the following questions will by addressed by a renowned
expert in the field:

� What is MDA in practice?

� What is it useful for? On its Web site the OMG claim-
s that the top three benefits of the MDA to enterpris-
es trying to cope with today’s computing environment
are:

– An architecture based on the MDA is always
ready to deal with yesterday’s, today’s and to-
morrow’s ”next big thing”.

– The MDA makes it easier to integrate appli-
cations and facilities across middleware bound-
aries.

– Domain facilities defined in the MDA by OMG’s
Domain Task Forces will provide much wider in-
teroperability by always being available on a do-
main’s preferred platform, and on multiple plat-
forms whenever there is a need.

How has it been correlated in the field?

� Is MDA more than Night of the Living CASE Tools?

� Are there new software enginnering issues to consider
with MDA?

� What is beyond the OMG’s vision? How do other ap-
proaches such as Generative Programming or Aspect
Oriented Software Development etc. fit to the overal-
l picture of Model Driven System and Software Engi-
neering?
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